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On the basis of the existing performance evaluation criteria analysis and four assumptions, a performance
evaluation plot has been proposed in this paper. This plot takes the ratios of heat transfer enhancement
and friction factor increase as its two coordinates. The quadrant of the coordinate where both (Nue/Nu0),
(fe/f0) are greater than 1.0 can be divided into four regions. In Region 1 heat transfer is actually deterio-
rated based on identical pumping power, in Region 2 heat transfer is enhanced based on identical pump-
ing power but deteriorated based on identical pressure drop, in Region 3 heat transfer is enhanced based
on identical pressure drop but the increase in friction factor is larger than the enhancement of heat trans-
fer at identical flow rate, and in Region 4 heat transfer enhancement ratio is larger than friction factor
increase ratio based on identical flow rate. For some techniques which lead to the reduction of both heat
transfer rate and friction factor, the proposed plot is still applicable. Different enhanced techniques for
the same reference one can be easily and clearly compared for their effectiveness when enhancement
study is based on energy-saving. Five practical examples are provided to show the functions of the plot.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Heat exchangers are widely used in many engineering fields for
the transport of heat (energy) from one fluid to the other. Examples
include gas heating in waste heat recovery and gas cooling in inter-
cooler of compressor, refrigerant evaporation and condensation in
air-conditioning, liquid heat transfer in chemical and processing
equipment, steam generation and condensation in power plants,
etc. Heat transfer enhancement techniques provide a powerful tool
to improve the thermal performance of heat exchangers, including
the reduction of its size and cost, and to save energy for its opera-
tion. According to [1], the purposes of heat transfer enhancement
study may be classified into four objectives. Simply speaking, they
are (1) reducing heat transfer surface area; (2) reducing tempera-
ture difference; (3) increasing heat transfer rate; and (4) reducing
pumping power. Extensive data have been published on various
kinds of heat transfer promoters of heat exchangers [2,3], and all
of these heat transfer promoters cause an increase of pressure loss
cross the exchanger. It is a common knowledge that the ratio of
pressure drop increase is often larger than the ratio of heat transfer
enhancement. For example, the very effective offset strip fins used
in compact heat exchangers has its ratio of j factor and friction fac-
tor j/f being only 80% of that of a plain fin [4], i.e., the increase in
the j-factor is only 80% of the increase in pressure drop. Thus with
the development of heat transfer enhancement techniques, the
question of how to evaluate the enhancement technique is also
ll rights reserved.
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brought to attention. A qualitative comparison for enhanced heat
transfer surface is an important issue in evaluating the perfor-
mance improvement of the enhancement techniques. In 1972
Webb and Eckert [5] developed equations to define the perfor-
mance advantage of roughened tubes in heat exchanger design rel-
ative to smooth tubes of equal diameter. To the authors’
knowledge this is probably the first paper concerning the evalua-
tion criterion for heat transfer enhancement technique. Since then
a great number of evaluation methods have been proposed. These
include the 12 combinations for the single-phase flow heat transfer
proposed in [1,6]; the criteria based on identical pumping power/
identical pressure drop [7–12]; the goodness factor [13,14] used
in plate fin–tube surfaces, the criterion based on correlating the
heat transfer coefficient and the dissipation energy in a fluid
[15]; and the performance assessment methods based on the 2nd
law of thermodynamics by computing the entropy generation, or
exergy generation in the enhancement processes [16–23]. Broadly
speaking, all the existing assessment methods, or criteria, can be
classified into two categories. In one category of assessment meth-
ods, the 2nd law of the thermodynamics is applied and either en-
tropy or exergy generated is determined, while in the other
category discussion is only based on the 1st law of thermodynam-
ics in that no computation of entropy or exergy generation is in-
volved. From an academic point of view the first category seems
meaningful, but they have not found wide engineering applica-
tions. In this paper, we will concentrate on the second category
in the sense that we will not compute exergy or entropy for the
comparison purpose, yet we can still identify the effectiveness of
an enhancement technique. As indicated in [24], many factors have
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols
A heat transfer surface area, m2

Ac frontal cross-section area, m2

b intercept of straight line
c1, c2 coefficient in equation
CQ,P the ratio of heat transfer rate between enhanced and

reference surfaces under identical pumping power
CQ,V the ratio of heat transfer rate between enhanced and

reference surfaces over the ratio of friction factor be-
tween enhanced and reference surfaces under identical
flow rate

CQ ,Dp the ratio of heat transfer rate between enhanced and
reference surfaces under identical pressure drop

D hydraulic diameter, m
f friction factor
h heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K)
j j-factor, Colburn factor
k slope of straight line
L length of the flow passage, m
Nu Nusselt number
P pumping power, W
q fluid flow rate, kg/s

Q heat transfer rate, W
Re Reynolds number
V flow velocity of fluid, m/s

Greek symbols
Dp pressure drop, Pa
Dt wall-to-fluid temperature difference, K
k thermal conductivity of fluid, W/(m K)
q fluid density, kg/m3

Superscripts
m1, m2 exponent in equation

Subscripts
0 reference surface or smooth surface
e augmented surface
m mean value
P under equal pumping power
Re under equal Reynolds number
V under equal flow rate
Dp under equal pressure drop
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to be considered in the construction of the assessment criteria,
including economic, manufacturability, reliability, and safety,
among others. Thus it seems impossible to establish a generally
applicable selection criteria [6].

With the emerging of worldwide crises of energy shortage, the
energy-saving purpose of heat transfer enhancement has become
more crucial and has attracted more and more attention of the
international heat transfer community. In this regard, the evalua-
tion approach based in the comparison between enhanced and ori-
ginal (or reference) heat transfer surfaces (or structure) for
identical flow rate, identical pressure drop and identical pumping
power [7–12] seems more suitable. These criteria will be adopted
in this paper.

In another development, for a visual presentation of the perfor-
mance of heat transfer enhancement technique different kinds of
plots have been suggested. These include the plots of heat transfer
ratio vs. Reynolds number, the surface area ratio vs. Reynolds num-
ber, and the combined j-factor, f-factor vs. Reynolds number [24].
Among all the existing plots none can be used to indicate whether
the heat transmitted per unit pumping power can be increased, or
whether the heat transmitted per unit pressure drop can be in-
creased. The major purpose of the present paper is to propose such
a plot for the study on heat transfer enhancement techniques ori-
ented towards energy-saving.

In the following presentation, the equations for constructing of
such a plot will first be derived, followed by the introduction of the
plot components. Following this the application of such a plot will
be illustrated taking several existing enhancement techniques as
examples. Finally some conclusions will be drawn.

2. The basic equations for constructing performance evaluation
plot

First it is to be noted that by performance evaluation we mean
the comparison of heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics
of an enhanced structure with a reference structure which pos-
sesses the same basic dimensions except the part of enhanced
structure. As indicated by Marner et al. [25], an equivalent parallel
plate duct or an empty tube has often served as such a reference
geometry. For the convenience of presentation, all the physical
quantities related to the reference geometry will be denoted by a
subscript 0.

To facilitate the comparison process, the performance evalua-
tion is based on the following assumptions:

(1) The thermophysical properties of fluid are constant [1].
(2) Heat transfer area used for calculating the convective heat

transfer coefficient of enhanced surface is the same as that
of the reference one [1].

(3) The cross-sectional area used for calculating the average
velocity of fluid of enhanced surface is the same as that of
the reference one.

(4) The reference dimension used for calculating the dimension-
less characteristic number of enhanced surface is the same
as that of the reference one.

Most of enhanced heat transfer technologies and data reduction
methods meet these assumptions in engineering applications, and
in some sense, only based on the above assumptions, the perfor-
mance comparison is meaningful between an enhanced and the
reference one.

From our own comparison experiences a convenient and practi-
cal way for performance comparison can be made as follows:
through experimental or numerical investigations, the ratios of
heat transfer and pressure drop of an enhanced surface over the
reference one are obtained, and the correlations of friction factor
and heat transfer for the reference surface are available, then per-
formance comparison between the two surfaces are conducted in a
simple and explicit manner without further computation. In order
to construct the performance evaluation plot which can meet the
above requirement, derivations of some basic equations are pre-
sented as follows.

Assuming that the relevant correlations of the average friction
factors and Nusselt number can be fitted for the reference structure
as follows:

f0ðReÞ ¼ c1Rem1 ð1Þ
Nu0ðReÞ ¼ c2Rem2 ð2Þ
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At the same Reynolds number Re, the ratios of Nusselt number and
friction factor of an enhanced over the reference surface become

fe

f0

� �
Re
¼ feðReÞ

f0ðReÞ ð3Þ

Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

¼ NueðReÞ
Nu0ðReÞ ð4Þ

where the subscript Re means that the ratio is obtained at the same
value of Reynolds number for both the enhanced surface and the
reference surface.

At different Reynolds numbers, the ratios of Nusselt number
and friction factor of the enhanced heat transfer surface over the
reference one is expressed by

fe

f0
¼ feðReÞ

f0ðRe0Þ
ð5Þ

Nue

Nu0
¼ NueðReÞ

Nu0ðRe0Þ
ð6Þ

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (3) for f0(Re), the friction factor of
the enhanced surface of Reynolds number Re becomes

feðReÞ ¼ fe

f0

� �
Re

� c1Rem1 ð7Þ

In order to obtain an expression of friction factor ratio at differ-
ent Reynolds numbers, substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (5) for f0 (Re0)
and Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) for fe(Re), yields

fe

f0
¼ feðReÞ

f0ðRe0Þ
¼ fe

f0

� �
Re

Re
Re0

� �m1

ð8Þ

Similarly by substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (4) for Nu0(Re), the
Nusselt number of the enhanced surface at Reynolds number Re
becomes

NueðReÞ ¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

� c2Rem2 ð9Þ

Then substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (6) for Nu0(Re0) and Eq. (9) into Eq.
(6) for Nue(Re), the ratio of the Nusselt number at different Reynolds
number can be obtained as follows:

Nue

Nu0
¼ NueðReÞ

Nu0ðRe0Þ
¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

Re
Re0

� �m2

ð10Þ

Eqs. (8) and (10) are the basic formulations adopted in the con-
struction of the performance evaluation plot. These two equations
imply that once the basic correlations of the reference structure
and the ratios of friction factors (and Nusselt numbers) of en-
hanced and reference structures at the same Reynolds number
are available, then the two ratios at different Reynolds number
can be calculated.

In the performance evaluation of enhanced structure, the ratio
of heat transfer rate is of great importance. The expressions of this
ratio for the three constraints are derived as follows. According to
the definition of pressure drop and pump power consumption
[7,24], the ratio of power consumption of enhanced and reference
surfaces can be presented as follows:

Pe

P0
¼ ðAc � V � DpÞe
ðAc � V � DpÞ0

¼ ðAc � V � f � L � q � V2=DÞe
ðAc � V � f � L � q � V2=DÞ0

ð11Þ

According to the adopted assumptions, we can obtain

ðAc � L � q � =DÞe
ðAc � L � q � =DÞ0

¼ 1 ð12Þ

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), the ratio of power consumption
becomes
Pe

P0
¼ ðf � V

3Þe
ðf � V3Þ0

¼ fe � Re3

f0 � Re3
0

¼ feðReÞ
f0ðRe0Þ

Re
Re0

� �3

ð13Þ

Based on the definition of heat transfer rate, the ratio of heat trans-
fer rate of the enhanced and reference surfaces can be presented as
follows:

Q e

Q0
¼ ðh � A � DtmÞe
ðh � A � DtmÞ0

¼ ðNu � k=D � A � DtmÞe
ðNu � k=D � A � DtmÞ0

ð14Þ

According to the assumption mentioned above, we have

ðk=D � A � DtmÞe
ðk=D � A � DtmÞ0

¼ 1 ð15Þ

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14), the ratio of heat transfer rate
becomes

Q e

Q0
¼ Nue

Nu0
ð16Þ

It is interesting to note that when the heat transfer rates of two sur-
faces are compared for surface evaluation, it is reasonable to as-
sume the same temperature difference is being applied in the two
cases. Eq. (16) is obtained under such consideration apart from
the aforementioned four assumptions.

From Eq. (13) it can be seen that for the same power consump-
tion, the ratios of friction factor of enhanced and reference surfaces
at different Reynolds number becomes

fe

f0
¼ feðReÞ

f0ðRe0Þ
¼ Re

Re0

� ��3

ð17Þ

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (8), we can obtain the ratio of Rey-
nolds number under identical pumping power as follows:

Re
Re0
¼ fe

f0

� � �1
3þm1

Re

ð18Þ

Further, by substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (10), we can obtain the ra-
tio of Nusselt number under identical pump power as follows:

Nue

Nu0
¼ NueðReÞ

Nu0ðRe0Þ
¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

Re
Re0

� �m2

¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

fe

f0

� � �m2
3þm1

Re
ð19Þ

From Eqs. (16) and (19) we have

Q e

Q0
¼ Nue

Nu0
¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

�
fe

f0

� � m2
3þm1

Re
ð20Þ

Eq. (20) is the expression of heat transfer ratio under the con-
straint of identical pumping power for driving the heat transfer
medium. Whether the heat transfer of the enhanced surface is
really enhanced under this constraint depends on the value of
the ratio.

Similar formulation for the heat transfer ratio can be derived for
the constraint of identical pressure drop. Based on the expression
of pressure drop calculation, the ratio of pressure drop of the en-
hanced and the reference surfaces can be presented as

Dpe

Dp0
¼ ðf � L � q � V

2=DÞe
ðf � L � q � V2=DÞ0

ð21Þ

According to the assumption mentioned above, we can obtain
ðAc � L � q � =DÞe
ðAc � L � q � =DÞ0

¼ 1 ð22Þ

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21), the ratio of pressure drop of the
enhanced and the reference surfaces becomes

Dpe

Dp0
¼ ðf � V

2Þe
ðf � V2Þ0

¼ feðReÞ
f0ðRe0Þ

Re
Re0

� �2

ð23Þ
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Fig. 1. A performance evaluation plot for enhancement technique oriented for
energy-saving.
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From Eq. (23) it can be seen that for the same pressure drop, the ra-
tios of friction factor of enhanced and reference surfaces at different
Reynolds number becomes

fe

f0
¼ feðReÞ

f0ðRe0Þ
¼ Re

Re0

� ��2

ð24Þ

Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (8), the ratio of Reynolds number un-
der identical pressure drop becomes

Re
Re0
¼ fe

f0

� � �1
2þm1

Re
ð25Þ

Further, by substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (10), the ratio of Nusselt
number under identical pressure drop becomes

Nue

Nu0
¼ NueðReÞ

Nu0ðRe0Þ
¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

Re
Re0

� �m2

¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

fe

f0

� � �m2
2þm1

Re

ð26Þ

Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (16), we can obtain

Q e

Q 0
¼ Nue

Nu0
¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

�
fe

f0

� � m2
2þm1

Re

ð27Þ

Eq. (27) is the expression of heat transfer ratio under the con-
straint of identical pressure drop for driving the heat transfer med-
ium. Whether the heat transfer of the enhanced structure is really
enhanced under this constraint depends on the value of this ratio.

The heat transfer enhancement ratio between enhanced and
reference surfaces for the constraint of identical flow rate case
can be simply copied from Eq. (16) as follows:

Q e

Q 0
¼ Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

ð28Þ

When experiments are conducted for the heat transfer and fric-
tion factor characteristics of enhanced and reference surfaces, the
ratios of friction factor and Nusselt number at the same Reynolds
numbers are often obtained. It is often required that based on such
data, heat transfer performance comparisons can be examined
under different constraints. Thus it will be convenient for the
performance evaluation plot that the two ratios, i.e. (fe/f0)Re and
(Nue/Nu0)Re (or (je/j0)Re), are taken as the two coordinates and the
comprehensive performance of the enhanced surface can be
judged from the plot. For this purpose some transformation are
conducted based on the three equations, i.e., Eqs. (20), (27) and
(28).

The above three equations can be unified in the following form:

CQ ;i ¼
Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

�
fe

f0

� �ki

Re
ði ¼ P;Dp;VÞ ð29Þ

where P, Dp, V stand for identical pumping power, identical pres-
sure drop and identical flow rate, respectively.

By comparison of Eq. (29) with Eqs. (20), (27) and (28), then

For identical pumping power : CQ ;P ¼
Q e

Q 0

� ��
Pe

P0

� �
¼Qe

Q0
; kP ¼

m2

3þm1

ð30aÞ

For identical pressure drop : CQ ;Dp ¼
Q e

Q 0

� ��
Dpe

Dp0

� �
¼Qe

Q0
; kDp ¼

m2

2þm1

ð30bÞ

For identical flow rate : CQ ;V ¼
Qe

Q0

� ��
fe

f0

� �
; kV ¼1:0 ð30cÞ

By taking the logarithm of Eq. (29), we have

ln
Nue

Nu0

� �
Re

¼ bi þ ki ln
fe

f0

� �
Re

ð31Þ

where for the three constraints the constant term bi takes the values
of ln CQ,P, ln CQ,Dp, and ln CQ,V, respectively.
Eq. (31) provides the framework of our performance evaluation
plot. It can be easily observed that if we take ln(fe/f0)Re, ln (Nue/
Nu0)Re as the abscissa and ordinate, respectively, then Eq. (31)
represents a straight line in such a coordinates system, for which
ki is the slope and bi is the intercept of straight line in log–log coor-
dinate system. Such straight lines are called performance lines. We
can give both bi and ki some physical interpretations. The value of
bi is an indication related to the heat transfer enhancement under
different constraint conditions. It represents either the ratio of heat
transfer rate under the identical pumping power constraint and
identical pressure drop constraint, or it represents the ratio of in-
crease in the heat transfer rate and increase in the friction factor
at the same flow rate. When b = 0, the straight line crosses the
point of coordinate (1,1) and this means that the enhanced and ref-
erence surfaces possess the same heat transfer rates under the cor-
responding constraint conditions. When b > 0, the enhanced heat
transfer surface can transfer a larger heat transfer rate than that
of the reference one, and when b < 0, the enhanced heat transfer
surface transmits a lower heat transfer rate.

As far as the slope k is concerned, the magnitudes of the three
constraints can be estimated as follows. For the convective heat
transfer and fluid flow problems known to the authors, the range
of variables m1 and m2 are �1 6m1 < 0 and 0 < m2 < 1, respectively.
So the following magnitude relationship can be obtained

0 <
m2

3þm1
<

m2

2þm1
< 1 ð32Þ

Thus the slope of the performance line of identical pumping power
is less than that of identical pressure drop, which in turn less than
that of identical flow rate. We then can conclude that: it is the eas-
iest way to obtain the enhanced heat transfer under the identical
pumping power constraint; it is relatively easy to obtain the in-
crease of heat transfer rate under the identical pressure drop con-
straint; while it is quite difficult to obtain a higher heat transfer
rate increase than that of friction coefficient under the same flow
rate. This conclusion is consistent with our common understanding.

According to above discussion and derivations a performance
evaluation plot for heat transfer enhancement techniques oriented
for energy-saving is proposed in Fig. 1. In the figure the two
coordinates are log–log based. The abscissa of the figure presents
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the friction coefficient ratio between the enhanced and reference
surfaces under the same Reynolds numbers, and the ordinate pre-
sents the Nusselt number (or j-factor, or Stanton number) ratio be-
tween the enhanced and reference surfaces under the same
Reynolds numbers. The components of this performance evalua-
tion plot are as follows. There are two major components in the
plot. One of the two major components of the plot is an array of
a straight lines with different slopes through the point with coor-
dinates (1,1). The plot can be divided into four regions indicated
by the four Arabic numbers in boldface in Fig. 1. Region 1 is char-
acterized by enhanced heat transfer without energy-saving, where
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Fig. 2. The refined contours of heat transfer enhancement ratio for identical
pumping power.
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Fig. 3. The contours of heat transfer enhancement ratio under identical pressure
drop.
the enhancement of heat transfer rate is less than the increase of
power consumption. Region 2 is featured by enhanced heat trans-
fer with the same pump power consumption, i.e., where the en-
hanced surface presents higher heat transfer rate than reference
one under the same pumping power consumption. In Region 3 en-
hanced heat transfer can be obtained with the same pressure drop,
i.e., where the enhanced surface presents higher heat transfer rate
than the reference one under the identical pressure drop con-
straint. Finally Region 4 is the most favorable one where the aug-
mentation of heat transfer rate is more than the increase of
friction coefficient under the same flow rate. The boundary line
of Regions 1 and 2 is the dividing line of heat transfer enhancement
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Fig. 5. The working lines showing effectiveness of energy-saving.
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Fig. 6. Arrangements of three kinds of slotted-fin surfaces and the referenced plate.
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or deterioration of the enhanced surfaces compared with the refer-
ence ones based on the identical pumping power consumption. The
boundary line of Regions 2 and 3 is the dividing line of heat trans-
fer enhancement and deterioration for the enhanced surfaces com-
pared with the reference ones based on the identical pressure drop.
The boundary line of Regions 3 and 4 is the dividing line judging
the level of the ratio of increase of heat transfer rate and friction
coefficient for the enhanced surfaces compared with the reference
ones under the same fluid flow rate. All the above-mentioned
straight lines cross the point (1,1) and will be called the baselines
for clarity. The boldface baselines are drawn from Eq. (31) by
applying the corresponding constraint and condition. For example,
the boundary line between Regions 1 and 2 is constructed under
the conditions of Pe/P0 = 1 and Qe/Q0 = 1. The slopes of these base-
lines are drawn from Eqs. (30a), (30b) and (30c), where the values
of variables m1 and m2 come from the relevant correlations for the
turbulent flow and heat transfer in smooth tubes, i.e., the value of
variables m1 and m2 are �0.25 and 0.8, respectively [15], unless
otherwise specified. The other of the two major components in this
plot are the lines representing the performance of some enhancing
structure, which are called the working lines. Any point on the
working line is called a working point. According to the above dis-
cussion, there are three kinds of working lines corresponding to the
three constraints, respectively. These three working lines are char-
acterized by their slope (i.e., the value of ki in Eq. (31)). As indicated
above, the greater the value of the working line slope, the more se-
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vere the comparison constraint. For energy-saving purposes, the
larger the slope of the working line, the better the enhanced tech-
nique. As far as different points on the same working line are con-
cerned, they have the same enhanced heat transfer ratio under
corresponding friction loss constraint. Therefore, the working lines
are the contours of the heat transfer enhancement ratio under dif-
ferent constraints.

The contours of heat transfer enhancement ratio for identical
pumping power can be constructed according to Eq. (31).
According to the previous analysis, the contour of heat transfer
enhancement ratio is a group of parallel working lines on the
log–log coordinate plot. The better the enhancement effective-
ness, the larger the intercept of the straight line. The distance
between the contours (i.e., working lines) can be controlled by
rearranging the value of the intercept b according to actual
needs. In order to show explicitly the heat transfer augmentation
ratio of Point A (3.25), the contours are refined and the results
are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 8. Three ‘‘front sparse and rear dense” slo
The contours of heat transfer enhancement ratios for identical
pressure drop and identical flow rate can be obtained in a similar
way to Fig. 2 and are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Some applications of the present plot are illustrated in the fol-
lowing section.

3. Major functions of the proposed performance evaluation plot

3.1. Determining whether the enhancement technique can really save
energy (pumping power)

In Fig. 1 the shaded region is the case of enhanced heat trans-
fer without energy-saving, i.e., when a working point of an
enhancement technique is located in this region the consump-
tion of unit pumping power leads to less heat transfer rate com-
pared with that of the reference one. Thus for energy-saving
purposes the working point should be located outside the shaded
region.
tted-fin surfaces and the referenced plate.
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Fig. 9. The enhanced heat transfer capacity under different constraints of the
slotted surfaces (data from [12]).

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the ducts with winglet disturbances.
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3.2. Showing energy-saving effectiveness

The comparison of energy-saving effectiveness of different en-
hanced techniques should also be conducted at certain constraints.
Here, the three above-mentioned constraints are first considered.
For two enhanced techniques located at the same working line it
is obvious that the working point with a larger slope of its
Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the duc
basic line has a better energy-saving effectiveness. An example is
presented in Fig. 5. In the figure three working points for the con-
straint of identical pumping power are shown. Points 1, 2 and 3 lo-
cate on the same working line and present the same heat transfer
enhancement ratios under the identical pumping power constraint.
Obviously, among the three enhanced techniques, Point 1 repre-
sents the technique with the highest energy-saving effectiveness,
Point 3 has the worst energy-saving effectiveness, while Point 2
is something in between.
ts with periodic rectangular fins.
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Two more constraints may be added for practical usage. One is
the same friction factor ratio. Point 4 and Point 2 in Fig. 5 represent
such two enhanced techniques. Needless to say, Point 4 stands for
the technique with a better energy-saving technique. The other
condition is the same Reynolds number. In Fig. 5, Point 5 and Point
4 are supposed to be the results of two enhanced techniques at the
same Re. The advantage of the technique represented by Point 5 is
very clear. However, if Point 50 and Point 4 are the results at the
same Re, which technique is more effective from energy-saving
point of view? From above analysis, the effectiveness of Point 4
should be regarded better because its higher heat transfer
enhancement ratio.

From above illustration it can be observed that, generally speak-
ing, the larger the basic line slope of a working point the better its
energy-saving effectiveness.

It should also be indicated that if any two points in the plot are
picked out without specifying a comparison condition, the energy-
saving effectiveness of the two enhanced techniques can be hardly
compared.

3.3. Relatively comparison between different enhanced surfaces or
operational conditions

This function is actually the application of above-discussed con-
cept. Since it is the major application of the proposed plotting tech-
nique we described it in a separate section with several examples.

3.3.1. Example 1: slotted fins with different strip locations
In actual engineering application, there are different enhanced

heat transfer technologies to meet heat transfer enhancement
requirements of a reference surface. We can select the better heat
transfer technology through corresponding performance evalua-
tions. The plate fin-and-tube surfaces are widely used in enhancing
air-side heat transfer. For the further enhancement of heat transfer
the plate fin is often slotted. For enhancing heat transfer of plate
fin, three kinds of slotted fin are proposed and were tested exper-
imentally in [26]. The slot arrangements of the three kinds of slot-
ted fin and the reference plate fin are presented in Fig. 6. Fig. 7
presents the comparison of the three kinds of enhanced heat trans-
fer technologies for the energy-saving objective. Three boldface
baselines are drown from Eq. (31), where variables m1 and m2

come from the relevant correlation for laminar flow and heat
transfer of air in plate-fin surface [26] with m1 and m2 being
�0.487 and 0.186, respectively. According to the data provided in
reference [26], the working points in the figure can be determined
by the ratios of friction coefficient and Nusselt number between
the enhanced and reference surfaces under corresponding Rey-
nolds number. In the figure, 10 working points for slit b and slit
c are presented where the corresponding Reynolds number is
350, 700, 1000, 1400, 1700, 2100, 2400, 2800, 3100 and 3400, from
right to left, respectively. It should be noted since slit d has more
strips than that of slit b and slit c, comparison is only conducted
between slit d and slit b/c. If we connect point (1,1) with the cor-
responding working points of the two slits we can clearly observe
that the energy-saving effectiveness of the two slotted fins are slit
c, slit b in that order.

According to above discussion, it can be concluded that the slot-
ted fin with the slots mostly in the rear part of the fin (i.e., the
downstream part) is the better augment fin system.

3.3.2. Example 2: slotted fins with strips positioned according to the
‘‘Front sparse and rear dense” principle

The above example indicates that for the slotted-fin surface the
slots are better to be positioned mainly in the downstream or rear
part of the fin. For a specific application case, numerical investiga-
tions can be applied to determine how the slots (or strips) should
be located. In [12] three types of slotted fins are proposed charac-
terized by the non-uniform position of strips along the flow direc-
tion. The so-called ‘‘front sparse and rear dense” positioning
principle is suggested which says that the distance between two
adjacent strips should be gradually reduced along the flow direc-
tion. The proposed three arrangements of strips according to this
principle are shown in Fig. 8 and their heat transfer/pressure drop
characteristics are tested numerically. Fig. 9 shows the working
lines corresponding to the three constraints (solid line, short-
dashed line and long-dashed line) drawn from Eq. (31), where vari-
ables m1 and m2 come from the relevant correlation for laminar
flow and heat transfer of air in the plain plate fin-and-tube surfaces
with m1 and m2 being �0.32 and 0.35, respectively [12]. According
to the data provided in reference [12], five working points for the
three slit fins are presented in the figure where the corresponding
Reynolds number is 2100, 5600, 8000, 10,000 and 13,500, respec-
tively. Similar discussion on the three arrangements of strips can
be conducted as for the slits shown in Fig. 6. Thus slit 1 may be rec-
ommended to be used in practical application.

3.3.3. Example 3: duct with rectangular fins and winglets
One of the novel heat transfer enhancement techniques is the

use of the winglet as surface turbulence or vortex promoter. Vorti-
ces are generated by flow separation. According to their axis of
rotation with respect to the main flow direction, they are called
longitudinal vortices while their axis of rotation is aligned with
the main flow direction and transverse vortices while their axis
of rotation is normal to the main flow direction. Because longitudi-
nal vortices consist of strong swirling around an axis essentially
aligned with the main flow direction, leading to a heavy fluid mix-
ing between the core and the region near the wall. Generally, less
F
d
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energy is needed to turn the flow around an axis aligned with the
main flow direction than to generate the swirl around an axis per-
pendicular to the main flow direction. Therefore, longitudinal vor-
tices are more efficient for heat transfer enhancement than
transverse vortices when both heat transfer and pressure drop
are taken into account. Based on this, a new type of augmentation
structure has been proposed and investigated in reference [27].
The passages of the structures proposed consist of a rectangular
duct and internal plate fins or winglets. Figs. 10 and 11 show sche-
matic diagrams of such structures. Yuan et al. [28] studied flow and
heat transfer characteristics of ducts with internal fins and winglet
disturbances.

Fig. 12 presents the performance evaluation of rectangular fins
and winglet disturbances in cooling ducts for saving energy objec-
tive, where variable AR is the aspect ratio of the duct. The data in
the figure come from Yuan et al. [27,28]. In the figure the working
points of these enhanced surfaces mainly located in Region 3, indi-
cating that the enhancement ratios of heat transfer rate are larger
than the increases of pressure drop penalties. At the same time, we
can also find from the figure that the cooling duct with rectangular
fins present higher performance values than that with winglet
disturbances.

3.3.4. Example 4: dimpled surface
In the past decade, a new type of enhanced surface, called dim-

pled surfaces, were extensively studied in the literatures [29–34].
Dimples are arrays of indentations along surfaces. Generally, these
are spherical in shape, while a variety of other shapes have also
been employed, ranging from triangular to tear drop. Schematic
Fig. 13. Schematic diagram
diagrams of dimpled surfaces are shown in Fig. 13 for a flat surface
and a tube [33,34]. As shown in the figure dimples do not protrude
into the flow to produce significant amounts of form drag, so dim-
pled surfaces generally produce lower friction penalties compared
to the several other types of augmentation ones. Numerous exper-
imental investigations [29–35] were performed to study flow char-
acteristic and heat transfer mechanism of the dimpled surface with
different arrangements and geometric parameters. Flow visualiza-
tion studies reveal that the flow structure in the dimple is mainly
of vortex type. The vortex structure augments local and down-
stream Nusselt numbers. Therefore, the dimpled surface is an
attractive enhanced heat transfer technology for enhancing heat
transfer, especially for internal cooling technology.

Fig. 14 presents the performance comparison of different dim-
pled surface of turbulent flow inside cooling channel based on sav-
ing energy. The data in the figure come from references [32–36]. In
the figure it can be seen that working points of these dimpled sur-
faces mainly located in Regions 3 and 4, implying that most of the
dimpled surfaces possess high effectiveness of saving energy. At
the same time, we can also find from the figure that the cooling
channel with spherical dimple and protrusion on opposite surfaces
presented in [36] possesses lower performance than other dimpled
surface. So from the energy-saving view point, the structure of en-
hanced surface shown in [36] is the worst.

3.3.5. Example 5: shell-side heat transfer of helical baffled heat
exchangers

In all the above-referenced cases the enhanced structure gives
both larger heat transfer rate and friction factor hence the two
of dimpled surface.
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ratios are greater than 1. There are some cases where the new struc-
ture leads to the reduction of both heat transfer and pressure drop,
with the reduction of pressure drop being much more significant.
The shell-side heat transfer occurring in the helical baffle shell-
and-tube heat exchangers is one of such example. It is interesting
to see whether the proposed plot technique is still applicable to
such a case. For a meaningful performance comparison between
the shell-and-tube heat exchangers with vertical (segmental) baf-
fles and the helical baffles, two almost identical heat exchangers
of vertical baffle type and helical baffle type were specifically made
with the difference only being in the baffle type [37]. For the helical
baffle its helical angle is 20�. The comparison results are presented
in Fig. 15. It is interesting to note in the figure the working area is
extended to the region where both the ratios of (Nue/Nu0), (fe/f0)
are less than 1. It can be easily shown that in this specially region
the space under the baseline corresponding to a certain constraint
is the area within which the heat transfer based on the correspond-
ing constant has deteriorated. For example the area below the solid
bold line is characterized by the deterioration of heat transfer per
identical pumping power. Two typical comparison results are pre-
sented in Fig. 15. It can be seen that because the significant reduc-
tion of pressure drop, for the heat exchanger with helical baffle the
shell-side heat transfer is more effective based on the identical
pumping power. Thus the shell-and-tube heat exchanger with heli-
cal baffle has a more energy-saving shell-side heat transfer in this
sense. It is interesting to note that in this special region, the order
of implementation difficulty for the three constraints is the oppo-
site to that, where both (Nue/Nu0), (fe/f0) are greater than 1.0. That
is the order from easy to difficult is identical flow rate, identical
pressure drop and identical pumping power.
4. Conclusion

A performance evaluation plot has been proposed in this work,
on the basis of the existing performance evaluation criteria analy-
sis and four conventionally-adopted assumptions. In the plot the
ratio of the friction factor of the enhanced surface over that of
the reference surface and the ratio of the related heat transfer
enhancement at the same Reynolds number are taken as the ab-
scissa and ordinate, respectively. The coordinates are log–log
based. From experimentally obtained data or numerically simu-
lated results of such two ratios, a working point can be made in
the plot. It is shown that the quadrant surrounded by the two coor-
dinates can be divided by four regions corresponding to the differ-
ent effectiveness of saving energy: in Region 1 heat transfer
enhancement is obtained with larger pressure drop penalty such
that per identical pumping power the heat transfer is deteriorated;
in Region 2 heat transfer is enhanced per identical pumping power
but deteriorated per identical pressured drop, in Region 3 heat
transfer is enhanced per identical pressure drop, and in Region 4
the heat transfer enhancement ratio is larger than the friction fac-
tor increase ratio under identical flow rate, which is the most dif-
ficult region to reach for heat transfer enhancement study. In this
plot different enhanced techniques for the same reference system
can easily and clearly be compared for their energy-saving perfor-
mances. Four examples are provided to show the function of such a
plot. For some techniques which lead to the reduction of both heat
transfer rate and friction factor, the proposed plot is still applica-
ble. This plot will be useful in the study of heat transfer enhance-
ment technique oriented for energy-saving purposes.
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